Multimedia is one of the prior ways of communication channel for mankind. Due to the advancement in technology and enormous growth in mankind civilization there are tremendous amount of multimedia data available. So, obviously we are in need of some technique for retrieving these data. This paper will give an overview of Ontology based Video retrieval system. Through the ontologies the system will express key entities and relationships describing learning material in a formal machine processable representation. An ontology-based knowledge representation could be used for content analysis and concept recognition, for reasoning processes and for enabling user-friendly and intelligent multimedia content search and retrieval.
I. Introduction
Due to today's advancement in technology there are tremendous amount of multimedia data. There are so many concepts and system to handle these issues, but the lack in that entire concept is that a searching system is has to be in such a way that it should think and act like human does. This concept is famously known as computer vision. The requirement needed to make a machine think like human is by providing the clear-cut semantic of all the data's available to the system, so that it knows the knowledge of what really it is searching. To create a searching system as equivalent to human way of knowledge searching system, we need to know how a human organize and search knowledge. In that Ontology [Thomas Hofwebwer-2004 ] is one of the promising way of balancing human search to machine search. Where, in ontology the concepts, individuals and relation between the concepts of a domain is been organized in a well formed way thus the complete semantic and syntactic relation between a concept is been provided which ease the way of searching. The tricky part of ontology is lays on how to identify the concepts and its relationship and how to provide the functionality of that concept. In this paper we try to provide an ontological way of binding the semantic gap between high and low level feature which would pave a way for efficient and effective video retrieval system. This paper is organized in such a way that, first we provide an overview of video and video structure, then the general procedure used for video retrieval concepts is been reviewed , related work taken part in video retrieval procedure is analyzed and finally narrated our proposed framework of Ontology based video retrieval system.
II. Background
Digital video signal is actually consists of time varying consecutive still image. Thus the images in digital video is been digitalized both spatially and temporally [ Yu-Gang Jiang, Qi Dai, Jun Wang, Chong-Wah Ngo, XiangyangXue and Shih-Fu Chang -2012] . In video the consecutive images is called as frames, thus to have an illusion of motion picture video the number of frame required for one second is normally is about 25 frames but as per NTSC standards we use 30 frames per second. For the pixel arrangement of the frames there are some standards format, CIF (common Intermediate format) uses 352 x 288 and so on. The frame pixel format differs from mobile application, video conferencing, High Definition and Normal broadcasting Television signal. The complete video sequence is subdivided into Scenes, Shots and Frames. Among these process the shot boundary detection and key frame detection is one of the major concepts to be considered. Content based image and video retrieval concept is one of the very old research concept where yet now active research participation is going on. Some of the notable research work and prototype which is still provide an basic foundation for multimedia retrieval system are discussed here: QBIC [M Flickner, H Sawhney, W Niblack, J Ashley, Q Huang et al-1995] in this prototype system, query would be an image or rough sketch. The feature such as RGB composition of color, coarseness, contrast and directionality feature of Texture and shape feature such as area, circularity, eccentricity, major axis orientation and a set of algebraic moment invariants of shape are used. Visual Seek [John R.Smith, Shih-Fu Chang-1996] in this system the query for the image retrieval system would be the color of the needed image. VIDEOQ [Shih-fu Chang, William Chen, Horace J. Meng, HariSundaram, Di Zhong-1997] is a query by image or sketch based system, in addition of considering color, shape and texture of the image, they mainly concentrate on spatial temporal constrain. MARS [6 Huang, Tom; Mehrotra, Sharad; Ramchandran, Kannan-1996] they try to provide a standard way of multimedia analysis and retrieval system. They too use the basic content of image such as color, texture, shape and layout. VIRE 
III. Proposed Framework
In this session Ontology based video retrieval system was proposed. Here, we are using both image and video as in video retrieval system a key frame of a shot is mainly used, which is again a still image. The Multi-Modal means, here in our proposed system we are using both high and low level feature of an image. The low level feature of the image is normally the color, shape and texture of the image. In our system after analysis we are using MPEG 7 [ The word "Semantic Gap" is used by the researcher to specify the g0ap between the low level and high level features. In our work we try to reduce those gaps through ontological way of explaining the high and low level features. retrieval. In case of video retrieval, the video frames are analyzed and from the analysis the key-frame of the each shot is determined from the determined keyframes the low level feature is extracted. There are many basic definitions for ontology [Yildirim, Y., Adnan Yazici, Turgay Yilmaz -2013], it is one of the organized way of explaining any complex concept. It is one of advance topic of artificial intelligent it is a study where we make the machine way of thinking equivalent to human way of thinking and reasoning. In human memory system hierarchy organization of data is one of the technique which is been equivalent to ontology. Ontology is written in a standard XML format language called OWL, which look just like an XML language. In this our work we need a retrieval system which should be as rational as human thinking, we use the concept of ontology in specifying data. 
IV. Conclusion
In this paper, the concepts of video retrieval system were analyzed. To improve the strategy behind content based video retrieval system, in this paper a proposal with respect to ontology were enlightened. The MPEG 7 based low level feature content of the retrieved key-frame are extracted. The extracted features are included in the ontology. The precision of this proposed framework is about 78%. The precision rate can be improved by enhancing the ontology with domain knowledge.
